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•  Seventy percent of directory publishers 
in this peer group expect mobile services 
to be a major part of their business by 
2016. Mobile services are not new to major 
publishers. Each of the publishers indicates 
having some type of mobile-specific 
offering. Services range from app versions 
of directory listings to full-service mobile 
website creation. 

•  At present, the dominant method for 
commercializing mobile services is through 
direct sales forces with “feet on the street.” 
Most directory publishers expect that will 
continue to be the case in the short- to 
medium term. 

•  Most see Google as the major competitive 
threat to their mobile businesses but 
services like Yelp and Foursquare are also 
seen as potential competitors. 

•  The size of the mobile opportunity is 
made evident by the increase in mobile 
local search, which will eclipse desktop 
local search by 2015 according to 
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BIA/Kelsey. The opportunity comes into 
even greater light when examining the 
current low penetration of small and 
medium business (SMB) mobile-optimized 
websites. 

•  In spite of the rapid growth in mobile 
usage and the penetration of smartphones, 
the vast majority of publishers currently 
do not offer advertisers mobile website 
creation, optimization and hosting that 
support customers’ mobile-friendly 
experiences. This results in considerable 
bounce rates and lost traffic from mobile 
users, especially when considering the 
rapid growth of mobile search to find local 
businesses. 

•  SMB education about the mobile channel 
is required as a first step before merchants 
can be effective with mobile advertising. 
Many SMBs are simply unaware that there 
are cost-effective solutions for establishing 
a presence in what has been perceived 
as an expensive and technically difficult 
channel.
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Executive Summary
BIA/Kelsey and dotMobi partnered on this joint research paper to explore what strategic value 
directory publishers see in mobile and how they are leveraging the mobile opportunity. This report 
contains analysis on issues specific to the directory publishing industry as gathered from leading 
players in USA, UK, Canada, France, Italy, Israel and Australia. 



Methodology
In order to support this research, BIA/Kelsey partnered with dotMobi, makers of mobile website 
publishing tool goMobi, to provide key insights and data on the mobile web segment. BIA/Kelsey 
and dotMobi put together a detailed interview schema aimed at understanding the opportunities 
that the mobile web presents for directory publishers and their customers. 
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The objective was to understand how publishers are approaching services like mobile-specific 
websites for their customers to market on the mobile channel. Also included was the growth of this 
product segment, planned investment and infrastructure utilized to support category growth with 
small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs). 

About BIA/Kelsey
BIA/Kelsey has been a partner to local media companies of all sizes 
and platforms for more than twenty-five years, providing proprietary 
research and serving as a resource for valuations and strategic 
assessments. We bring deep knowledge of all segments of local 
media, as well as cross-discipline expertise, from sales and finance 
to technology and regulatory. Our media sector coverage includes 
radio, newspaper, television, cable, direct mail, magazines, print 
Yellow Pages, interactive, local search (including Internet, Yellow 
Pages, E-mail, mobile), banking and investments and out-of-home.

      www.biakelsey.com

About dotMobi
dotMobi helps businesses and individuals reach the world’s billions 
of mobile phone users. dotMobi spurs mobile industry innovation 
by giving content providers the tools they need to ensure the 
Web will work on mobile phones with speed, accuracy and 
relevant content. dotMobi, a wholly owned subsidiary of Afilias, 
was founded by the very same companies who have delivered the 
promise of today’s mobile-driven society: Ericsson, Google, GSM 
Association, Hutchison 3, Microsoft, Nokia, Orascom Telecom, 
Samsung Electronics, Syniverse, T-Mobile, Telefónica Móviles, 
Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM), Visa and Vodafone.

     www.dotmobi.com

http://www.biakelsey.com
http://www.dotmobi.com
http://www.gomobi.info/
http://www.biakelsey.com
Afilias
http://www.dotmobi.com


The opportunity to provide mobile-specific content 
has been well documented. Adoption of smartphones 
and mobile web usage continues to grow rapidly and 
a number of studies point to higher engagement and 
conversions for mobile optimized content. 

As usage and ownership of Internet-enabled mobile 
devices become widespread, it makes sense that 
mobile is firmly on the radar for all directory publishers. 
Mobile has seen much faster growth than other 
Internet devices. Forecasts (Figure 2) show that 
smartphone device sales will double over the next 
several years. Even the popular and fast growing tablet 
computer category falls far behind the growth curve 
expected for smartphones globally.

In 2011, consumers spent over $20.7 billion shopping 
using mobile devices (smartphones, PCs and tablet 
PCs), according to a study by Javelin Strategy & 
Research.1 Even so, according to BIA/Kelsey and 
vSplash SMB DigitalScape, 93.3% of SMB websites, 
“are not mobile compatible and will not render 
successfully on mobile devices or smartphones.”2
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BIA/Kelsey and dotMobi interviewed 11 global directory publishers about their current 
and future mobile strategies. All respondents believe that mobile services are of strategic 
importance to their organizations going forward, with the vast majority already offering mobile-
related services to their customer bases. Three-quarters (73%) of respondents believe mobile 
services and products will be important to their companies over the next three years (Figure 1). 

Source: BIA/Kelsey/dotMobi, 
September 2012

Strategic Value of Mobile Is Recognized by All Players

Figure 1. How important do you believe 
mobile services and products will become for 
your company over the next three years?

1  http://www.businessnewsdaily.com/3259-small-businesses-mobile-optimized-sites.html
2  http://www.biakelsey.com/Company/Press-Releases/120326-60-Percent-of-SMB-

Home-Pages-Cant-Generate-Phone-Calls-Because-They-Lack-a-Business-Phone-
Number,-According-to-SMB-DigitalScape.asp 

http://www.businessnewsdaily.com/3259-small-businesses-mobile-optimized-sites.html
http://www.biakelsey.com/Company/Press-Releases/120326-60-Percent-of-SMB-Home-Pages-Cant-Generate-Phone-Calls-Because-They-Lack-a-Business-Phone-Number,-According-to-SMB-DigitalScape.asp 
http://www.biakelsey.com/Company/Press-Releases/120326-60-Percent-of-SMB-Home-Pages-Cant-Generate-Phone-Calls-Because-They-Lack-a-Business-Phone-Number,-According-to-SMB-DigitalScape.asp 
http://www.biakelsey.com/Company/Press-Releases/120326-60-Percent-of-SMB-Home-Pages-Cant-Generate-Phone-Calls-Because-They-Lack-a-Business-Phone-Number,-According-to-SMB-DigitalScape.asp 


Figure 2. Global Smartphone, Tablet, PC Device Sales to 2000-2016

Source: http://articles.businessinsider.com/2012-03-28/research/31248281_1_
ios-android-hard-drive

The competitive pressures directory publishers are seeing, 
specifically in the mobile area, are broadly consistent. Google 
emerged as the main competitive threat to directory publishers, 
given its aggressive moves into mobile search both through the 
dominant Android smartphone platform and the strength of its 
search brand in the marketplace. 

Google’s ability to invest heavily in mobile services – including 
offerings in paid mobile search marketing (AdWords) and free 
mobile site building services – also is seen as a threat. Several 
directory services players also mentioned location-based check-in 
services, like Foursquare and Yelp, as a possible threat, as well as 
the emergence of niche apps that capture specific market verticals, 
such as shopkick. 

Interestingly Facebook does not stand-out as a competitive threat 
for any of the directory publisher players interviewed by BIA/
Kelsey and dotMobi.
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Competitive Environment

http://articles.businessinsider.com/2012-03-28/research/31248281_1_ios-android-hard-drive 
http://articles.businessinsider.com/2012-03-28/research/31248281_1_ios-android-hard-drive 
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Infrastructure and Investment in Mobile 

As publishers begin to provide deeper functionality for mobile services, matters 
of building versus buying technology platforms and how to diversify product 
portfolios are becoming key pivot points. Other important questions include 
how to balance investments in mobile website development and operations with 
investments in native mobile applications designed to run on specific devices.

Build Versus Buy 

Nearly all (90%) of the publishers BIA/Kelsey and 
dotMobi interviewed white-label their mobile 
website offerings. However, with most planning 
to either maintain or increase their spend with 
outside vendors, over the next 12 to 24 months, 
some publishers are actively looking to improve 
current systems or even building their own. 

Figure 3. Technology Provider – 
White Label or In-House

Figure 4. Investment In Mobile Products 
And Services In The Next 12-24 Months

Source: BIA/Kelsey/dotMobi, 
September 2012

Source: BIA/Kelsey/dotMobi, 
September 2012
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Impact on the Current Product Portfolio 

Directory publishers are enhancing their product portfolios to better 
attract, target and serve the smartphone user population globally. 
Mobile users make specialized uses of their devices and expect 
certain features. Directory publishers cited the following mobile 
features as resonating particularly strongly with their users: 

• Maps
• Click to call
• Video 
• Social links 
• Scheduling feature 
• Turn-by-turn directions, offers/deals 

Mobile as a Value Add to Existing Offerings

As technology continues to advance and high-end devices penetrate the wider 
marketplace, more advanced mobile functionality will be required in mobile 
friendly websites. 

Publishers with the ability to respond to this fast moving marketplace stand to 
gain a competitive edge. Some of the more advanced functionality identified by 
publishers include QR Codes, mobile commerce, analytics and more advanced 
design tools to differentiate mobile sites.

Most directory publishers BIA/Kelsey and dotMobi interviewed do not see mobile 
listings as a stand-alone revenue stream yet. The extension of online listings to mobile 
channels is something that providers have been required to offer to keep apace of end 
user demand for and usage of mobile services. 

These mobile listings are in many cases simply bundled into existing offerings as an 
“extra” that is not charged for separately. In essence, advertisers are enjoying the 
necessary shift of directory listings into the mobile space (usually via the directory 
publishers’ native app) that has occurred as a natural result of the mobile technology’s 
fast penetration in the marketplace. 

However, the picture starts to change where players are offering their advertisers 
mobile sites or apps in addition to mobilized versions of existing listings. Where there 
is operational overhead for the directory publisher, over and above the mobile versions 
of their directories, there is usually a premium paid by the advertiser for such services.
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Native Apps

Mobilizing Current Search Products 

One question facing publishers developing their product lines to embrace 
smartphone users is how to balance their product strategies between native 
applications and mobile friendly websites. 

Mirroring the rapid rise in smartphone penetration in the markets BIA/Kelsey and 
dotMobi researched, most players offer native app versions of their listings sites. 
In many cases this has been the entry point for them into mobile offerings. Most 
players have produced iOS and Android apps of their listings and cross-promote 
and distribute these apps via existing channels.

It is common to bundle listings in a native app with traditional listings on a 
publisher’s main website and in printed versions of local directories. 

There is obvious synergy between online landing pages and mobile landing 
pages. Most providers see these offerings as complementary and are 
actively bundling mobile support into their offerings as an added value. 

Mobile Friendly Websites and Native Applications

The question often arises as to the benefits of mobile websites versus native applications. This is an 
ongoing debate in the larger world of mobile marketing, where both sides have sound arguments 
(higher functionality for apps versus better accessibility and cost effectiveness for mobile web). 
There are clear signs that these arguments take on new variables in the SMB segment. The needs 
and dynamics of SMBs call more for mobile websites, due mostly to dynamics of mobile SEO, and 
platform fragmentation, which makes native apps a considerable challenge. 

Given all of these factors, we see that SMB mobile advertising and website hosting are considerable 
opportunities. Moving from the “why” to the “how”; questions of product positioning and sales 
strategies come into play. Directory publishers are at a competitive advantage to realize this 
opportunity. Advantages include direct sales channels, strengths in local business categories that are 
conducive to mobile, and ability to bundle and cross-promote mobile products. 

Elsewhere in the analysis of how these opportunities are realized, we see that among the best 
practices directory publishers employ are third-party “best of breed” partnerships. These 
partnerships often are the best way to launch SMB mobile products. 

Many of the research takeaways reported here represent current directory publisher efforts and best 
practices. These can represent good learnings for anyone in the directory publishing industry or 
elsewhere in local media.

However, it is important to note that simply emulating some of these strategies is not enough. Due 
to the fast-paced nature of the nascent mobile local market, investments should be made to keep 
pace or stay ahead of trends in user behavior; and of SMB advertiser needs and proclivities. 
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Mobile Sites and Landing Pages

Many publishers have taken this a step further 
to offer mobile-optimized landing pages and 
websites to SMB advertisers. This provides 
mobile-friendly destinations where their 
customers can engage at a deeper level, often 
with the inclusion of basic information such as 
phone numbers and maps and directions, as 
well as click-to-call functionality. 

Relatively few publishers offer mobile website-
building services with more advanced 
functionality such as mobile commerce 
support, order taking, reservations and 
couponing. However, it is widely understood 
that these additional features will be required 
as smartphones continue to penetrate the 
market and mobile Internet usage continues 
to surge. There is also an understanding that 
simply converting desktop sites is a limited 
approach. “Mobile is an action platform and 
not a research platform,“ says Chris Folmar, 
director of mobile products at Supermedia. 
“So if you design by transcoding, you just get a 
‘web lite’ type experience.”

When designing for the mobile user 
experience, the quality of that experience is 
driven by several important factors including, 
site functionality and crashes; loading speed; 
and user difficulty in terms of readability of font 
sizes, navigation and features such as links, 
buttons or forms. These and a variety of other 
mobile website problems and frustrations are 
summarized in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Mobile Viewing of Desktop Site 
versus Mobile-Friendly Website

Which would you 
prefer to use?

Desktop site 
viewed on mobile

Mobile-friendly 
website

Source: Google, 2012, www.slideshare.net/
icrossing/mobile-friendly-websites-13063111 

www.slideshare.net/icrossing/mobile-friendly-websites-13063111 
www.slideshare.net/icrossing/mobile-friendly-websites-13063111 
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Source: Keynote, “2012 Mobile User Survey,” 
http://www.keynote.com/docs/reports/Keynote-
2012-Mobile-User-Survey.pdf. 

Figure 6. Common Problems on Mobile Internet

Segmentation 

Conversely, the creation of native apps for 
SMBs is widely seen as too expensive, and 
unnecessary for small to medium-sized 
businesses. “Apps are unlikely to scale to 
the amount of downloads and ongoing 
use to justify their cost,” asserts Alastair 
Thornton, head of digital at UK local 
advertising firm Thomson Local.

Issues such as discoverability, production 
across multiple platforms and the lack of 
any real justification for apps’ heightened 
functionality are consistently cited as 
reasons for why SMBs should concentrate 
on mobile websites rather than competing 
in the crowded native apps space.

Many providers see mobile as a key 
advertiser retention tool. Because mobile 
engagement rates are higher than for other 
devices, advertisers who see incremental 
lead generation activity coming from mobile 
are generally less likely to churn than if 
that additional activity had not happened. 
Indeed, publishers interviewed report lower 
mobile advertiser churn than that of other 
digital products.

Role of Mobile in Retention of 
Customers and Churn

http://www.keynote.com/docs/reports/Keynote-2012-Mobile-User-Survey.pdf
http://www.keynote.com/docs/reports/Keynote-2012-Mobile-User-Survey.pdf
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Role of Mobile in Targeting Segments

The immediacy of mobile as a medium is particularly well suited to 
services such as transport, hotel and catering, and local services. 
Some providers BIA/Kelsey and dotMobi interviewed see the 
potential to offer specific offerings tailored to these segments.  
Figure 7 reports on results of a recent survey of 5,388 smartphone 
(3,145) and tablet (1,976) users expressing their preferences for 
mobile apps versus websites. Here we can see that users skew a bit 
in their preferences depending on their information goals. 

Figure 7. Smartphone Interaction Preferences

As research has shown that a high proportion of customers call or visit a business 
after searching, some directory publishers are looking at the possibility of moving 
to pay-per-call models in the future, with mobile being a key ingredient in such a 
proposition.

Taxis late at night are an incremental search volume via mobile because no one 
is carrying a phone book when they’re out. Daypart data from Google show 
the peaks in mobile usage at different times of day. That suggests incremental 
opportunity in certain categories at those hours. By arraying daypart data against 
top IYP or print headings, we can see opportunities where mobile can boost 
certain categories. Directory publishers who are closest to their mobile offerings 
are looking carefully at understanding what best practices within certain verticals 
can be applied on an ongoing basis. This includes prominent placement of click-
to-call functionality in call-centric businesses or maps and directions features for 
brick-and-mortar businesses. 

As directory publishers roll out these offerings and achieve more traction in the 
marketplace, they will be better placed to capture and apply best practices for 
specific verticals that can be used for ongoing performance improvement and 
ROI for their advertisers. 

Source: Keynote, “2012 Mobile User Survey,” http://www.key-
note.com/docs/reports/Keynote-2012-Mobile-User-Survey.pdf. 

http://www.keynote.com/docs/reports/Keynote-2012-Mobile-User-Survey.pdf
http://www.keynote.com/docs/reports/Keynote-2012-Mobile-User-Survey.pdf
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All publishers are using their current advertising sales infrastructure to 
commercialize their mobile offerings. In many cases, sales reps will introduce 
potential advertisers to mobile offerings, both conceptually and through Return 
on Investment (ROI) analysis. After the sales rep captures information on the 
client, this forms the foundational content for their mobile site. It is common 
to follow up with their customers after a preliminary site has been designed, in 
order to demonstrate its visual qualities. Being results oriented, this has proven to 
resonate with a majority of SMBs, according to publishers interviewed. 

Selling Mobile Services

Figure 8. What are you attributing to this 
increase or decrease in demand for mobile 
products and services?

Source: BIA/Kelsey/dotMobi, 
September 2012

Figure 6 highlights that 50% of the increase 
in demand for mobile products and services 
comes directly from advertiser demand; 
versus 33% from sales positioning. Just the 
increase of smartphones alone is estimated to 
drive demand for services by only 17% of the 
publishers. 

For most directory publishers, mobile is still 
in early stages of the product lifecycle. And 
while there is a marked increase in demand 
for mobile services, publishers we interviewed 
generally reported that advertisers’ general 
awareness of mobile outweighed specific 
requirements influencing their demand. Put 
another way, at this stage mobile is more of a 
“push” than a “pull” for SMBs.

Mobile as a Revenue Stream
Mobile is in its infancy in terms of directory 
publisher revenue generation. Most (86%) 
of the players interviewed are seeing overall 
revenues derived from mobile at 5% or less of 
total revenues. However, there is widespread 
confidence that this will grow significantly 
over the medium term. Most likely revenue 
streams will come from mobile ad placement. 
Given its small screen size and relatively new 
position in the media mix and need to prove 
out its ROI over time, mobile CPMs sell at a 
discount compared to desktop CPMs. This 
further challenges the growth path for mobile 
revenues.



Source: BIA/Kelsey/dotMobi, 
September 2012
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Figure 9. What percentage of your current 
sales revenue is tied to mobile products 
and services?

Mobile Advertising Revenue 
Growth by Region

Mobile’s share of directory publisher 
revenue mentioned above is roughly 
on pace with its share of overall local 
ad spending. It is in fact a bit higher, 
suggesting that the directory publishing 
industry over-indexes for mobile 
adoption, when compared to other local 
media such as newspapers.

BIA/Kelsey reports that about 0.6% of 
local ad spending is currently devoted to 
mobile but it will grow to 3.1% by 2016 
(not counting services such as websites). 
Though this is a U.S. figure, mobile’s 
share and growth rate are projected 
to be similar in many other developed 
nations as shown in Table 2. 

Table 1. Worldwide Mobile Advertising Revenue 2008-2015

Source: http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1726614

http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1726614
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In addition to mobile local advertising, mobile 
presence will be a large and opportune area of 
development for local merchants. In other words, 
the development, optimization and hosting of 
mobile sites will be required as a first step before 
merchants can be effective with mobile advertising.

The size of that opportunity is made evident by the 
increase in mobile local search, which will eclipse 
desktop local search by 2015, according to 
BIA/Kelsey. The opportunity comes into even 
greater light when examining the currently low 
penetration of SMB mobile-optimized websites. 

Mobile Ad Engagement and Performance
Advertisers want to put forth mobile advertisements 
that engage mobile users and drive performance. 
Data from Google show 51% of users are more 
likely to purchase from retailers that have an 
optimized site. On the other hand, the downside 
of a disappointing site is that 40% of mobile search 
users would move to a competitor’s site if they 
received a disappointing mobile experience.

Figure 10. U.S. Mobile Advertising Forecast 
2011-2016

Source: BIA/Kelsey, Local Commerce Monitor 
(LCM Wave 16, core sample), 2012

Figure 11. U.S. Local Search on Mobile vs. Desktop 2011-2016

Source: BIA/Kelsey, Local Commerce Monitor (LCM Wave 16, 
core sample), 2012



Source: Google, 2011
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Figure 12. Factors Driving Mobile Web Site Investments

Mobile display ad Click-Through Rates (CTRs) averaged 0.72% in the first quarter of 2012, according 
to xAd. However, mobile search drives much higher engagement, averaging CTRs 8.13% and 
secondary actions such as clicking on maps and directions, more information or making calls. These 
CTRs vary by category (Figure 11), for example Car Rental and Airline searches average CTRs of 
about 17% and click-to-call rates of 43% and 59% whereas Hotels average CTRs of 9.71% and click 
to call of 7%. These secondary action rates range from 28.38% for Hotels to 65.85% for Airlines.

Average Display Performance Across xAd Network
Q1 Display CTR = 0.72%

Average Search Performance Across xAd Network
Q1 Search CTR = 8.13%

Q1 Search Secondary Action Rates = 36%

Source: xAd, 2012

Source: xAd, 2012

Figure 13. Search and Display Ad Performance



Conclusion

This joint research project by BIA/Kelsey and dotMobi 
explored the fast growing mobile marketplace and both the 
opportunities and strategies global directory publishers are 
pursuing in this new channel. The mobile channel presents 
challenges such as infrastructure (apps versus mobile friendly 
websites); user engagement and ad performance; and selling 
SMBs into this channel when most of their websites are not 
even mobile ready. Even with the popularity of tablet PCs, 
smartphone growth is much faster and broader in the global 
population.
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The directory publishing industry is pivoting its product 
portfolio, sales and infrastructure around the mobile 
opportunity. Directory players do not see mobile listings as a 
stand-alone revenue stream yet. However, three-quarters of 
directory publishers expect the mobile channel to be a major 
part of their business by 2016. This makes sense with the higher 
levels of engagement and performance particularly in mobile 
search. Mobile search will exceed desktop search by 2015, 
according to BIA/Kelsey. Furthermore, the mobile channel ties 
closely to purchase decisions and transactions.

Publishers can expect Google to pursue the mobile search 
channel aggressively. Other competitors that executives at 
leading global directory firms see as significant include Yelp 
and Foursquare. Other niche players such as shopkick will 
compete for certain verticals.

The mobile channel works exceedingly well for certain verticals, 
given its user engagement and ad performance in areas 
including rental cars, airlines and hotels. Even dayparts can 
become verticals as certain services such as restaurants and 
taxis have varying demand levels over the course of the day.

Directory publishers engaging in the mobile channel must 
pursue strategies that meet or exceed the competition’s 
features and user experience; drive user engagement and 
show advertising performance. The mobile channel, particularly 
smartphones, is fast becoming a critical part of the consumer 
experience in which advertisers are keen to participate.

©Copyright, 2012, BIA/Kelsey and dotMobi. 
Proprietary and Confidential. Not for Distribution.


